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Abstract Channelization codes used in WCDMA are Or-
thogonal Variable Spreading Factor (OVSF) codes. These
codes suffer from code blocking limitation. Many designs
are proposed to avoid this limitation but most of them do not
consider number of codes searched, which affects call es-
tablishment delay prior to handling a call. We propose a fast
OVSF code assignment design which aims to reduce num-
ber of codes searched with optimal/suboptimal code block-
ing. The code assignment scheme aims to use those vacant
codes whose parents are already blocked. This leads to oc-
currence of more vacant codes in groups, which ultimately
leads to less code blocking for higher rate calls. The number
of codes searched increases linearly in our design compare
to most of other novel proposed single code methods like
crowded first assignment, where it increases exponentially
with increase in user rates. Also the calculation of vacant
codes at one layer will be sufficient to identify the vacant
code adjacency for all the layers which reduces complexity.
Simulation results are presented to verify the superiority of
the design.
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1 Introduction

Wideband code division multiple access (WCDMA) [1] uses
OVSF codes to handle multimedia rates along with tradi-
tional voice rate services. The different type of services
has different quality of service (QoS) requirements. While
real time calls like speech and video conferencing require
less call establishment delay and jitter, the non real time
calls like video downloads and email transfers require higher
transmission bandwidth and reliability. In OVSF based net-
works the time required in optimum vacant code selection
has a significant impact on call establishment delay and jit-
ter. Therefore, it is required to minimize the code selection
time. The proposed design aims to minimize this delay while
preserving the other performance benefits in WCDMA net-
works. The spreading factor (SF) of OVSF codes differ ac-
cording to the application. The higher is the rate require-
ment of user, lesser is the SF. However, their product is al-
ways 3.84 Mcps. The maximum allowable value of SF is,
SFmax = 2L−1, if the OVSF system serve users of L distinct
classes.

OVSF codes are generated from the binary code given
in [2]. WCDMA uses 8 layer OVSF code tree. All codes in
each layer are mutually orthogonal. The essential property
of OVSF code tree is that once a code is assigned to a call,
neither its children nor ancestors are eligible for code assign-
ment of future calls. This is because two different codes can
be used if they are orthogonal to each other and a code is not
orthogonal to its ancestors or children. This limits the num-
ber of codes for new calls. It may happen that code tree is
unable to handle new call despite of having sufficient capac-
ity. This is called code blocking and is the major limitation
of OVSF based 3G wireless networks. The code blocking
can be explained in Fig. 1, where the maximum capacity of
the system/tree is 32R (R is 7.5 kbps for WCDMA down-
link). There are six different layers corresponding to six user
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Fig. 1 A six layer OVSF code
tree with maximum capacity of
32R

classes. The SF in layer l, 1 ≤ l ≤ 6 is 26−l . A particular
code in layer l is denoted by Cl,nl

, 1 ≤ nl ≤ 26−l . The used
capacity of the code tree due to all ongoing calls is 8R (sum
of rates 4R, 2R, 2R due to used codes C3,2,C2,9, C2,10 re-
spectively). The remaining capacity of the system which can
be utilized by future calls is (32R−8R) = 24R. If a new call
with rate 16R arrives, the system does not support it because
there is no vacant code with rate capacity 16R as both codes
are blocked due to some of its busy children. This leads to
code blocking.

Many schemes are proposed in the literature to re-
duce code blocking. Broadly speaking, there are two types
of schemes namely single code and multi code schemes.
Crowded first assignment (CFA) [3], leftmost code assign-
ment (LCA) [3], fixed set partitioning (FSP) [4] and recur-
sive fewer codes blocked (RFCB) scheme [5] are few sin-
gle code assignment schemes. In CFA, the code assignment
is carried out to serve higher rate calls better in future. It
has two categories namely crowded first code (based upon
number of busy children) and crowded first capacity (based
upon children used capacity). In LCA, the code assignment
is carried out from left side of the OVSF code tree. In the
FSP, the code tree is divided into a number of sub trees
according to the number of input traffic classes and their
distribution. The RFCB design works on the top of CFA
and the optimum code is the one which makes least num-
ber of higher rates codes blocked. The RFCB design re-
solves a tie by searching the best candidate recursively up to
layer L. The adaptive code assignment (ADA) [6] scheme
divide the tree into small portions according to arrival dis-
tribution, which reduces the number of codes searched for
new calls, as the different rate calls fall in different portions.
The NCPH design [7] assigns precedence number to the ad-
jacent vacant codes of a newly assigned code. If there are
multiple vacant codes, a new call is handled adjacent code
with highest precedence number. The dynamic code assign-
ment (DCA) scheme in [8] handles new call using code re-
assignments. This is the best single code scheme to reduce
code blocking but the cost and complexity in reassignments
is too high which limits its usage for low to medium traf-
fic conditions. The traditional DCA is further improved by
capacity and class partitioning [9] methods which reduce

complexity and increase scalability. The number of code
searched [10, 11] has direct impact on delay or speed of the
code assignment and can have significant impact on delay
prone services like speech transmission and video confer-
encing etc. The multi code multi rate assignment (MMCA)
[12] scheme takes into consideration mobile devices with
different multi code transmission capabilities and different
QoS parameters. The multi code design scheme with code
sharing [13] is suggested to reduce wastage capacity or code
blocking. It combines scattered capacity (children codes of
assigned codes) of already assigned codes to reduce code
blocking problem. The multi code design [14] formulates
the optimum number of codes/rakes required to handle new
call. The multi code design given in [15] defines internal
and external fragmentation limitations of the OVSF code
tree and suggests various ways to reduce them. The internal
fragmentation is due to quantized rate handling capability
of the code tree and external fragmentation is due to scat-
tered busy (or vacant) codes in the code tree. The integra-
tion scheme [16] provides the optimal code selection with
the constraints of amount of allocated codes and maximal
resource wastage ratio. It gives superior performance using
two and three codes in a multi code with crowded group
first strategy. The code utilization and blocking benefits are
significant for resource wastage ratio of 40%. In the time
based code allocation scheme [17], the impact of remain-
ing time of calls on performances of OVSF code assignment
and reassignment is investigated. The code assignment finds
the optimum vacant code whose busy sibling has maximum
remaining time. The quality based code assignment [18] an-
alyzes an interference limited system. Three code assign-
ment and reassignment designs are proposed. While most of
the designs use the vacant code whose parents have high-
est number of busy codes, the quality based methods use
the parents with least busy capacity. This is done to han-
dle variable data rates better. The dynamic priority assign-
ment algorithm in [19] provides QoS differentiation among
different traffic classes based on delay sensitivity. It gives
the deterministic delay bound for various classes under the
constraint of reliable transmission. Additionally, the algo-
rithm provides guaranteed rate for specified scheduling pe-
riod.
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Table 1 Relationship between
layer ‘l’ and maximum
adjacency

Layer (l) 1 2 · · · l · · · L − 1 L

Maximum adjacency 2L−1 − 1 2L−2 − 1 · · · 2L−l − 1 · · · 1 0

The single code design described in this paper reduces
code blocking with additional benefit of reduction in num-
ber of code searched prior to assignment of new call. For a
particular higher layer code, all the children codes are either
vacant or occupied. This provides the occurrence of vacant
codes in groups, which can be easily located and the num-
ber of code searches are reduced. This further reduces deci-
sion time (or call establishment time), complexity and cost.
Although, the ADA [6] design also provides the reduction
in code searches, but the design discussed in this paper
provides the additional benefit of reduction in code block-
ing.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 gives the description of proposed design along with
flowchart and examples. Simulation results are given in
Sect. 3. The paper is concluded in Sect. 4.

2 Proposed design

Consider an L (L = 8 in WCDMA) layer OVSF code
tree. If a new call with rate 2l−1R, 1 ≤ l ≤ L arrives, the
proposed scheme (called as adjacent vacant code (AVC)
scheme) lists all the vacant codes in layer l. Let layer l has
Nl , Nl ≤ 2L−l vacant codes. The i th vacant code in layer
l is represented by Cl,ni

l
, 1 ≤ ni

l ≤ 2L−l and 1 ≤ i ≤ Nl .
For a code Cl,ni

l
, define adjacency (Al,ni

l
) as the number

of vacant codes adjacent to Cl,ni
l

whose parents in all lay-
ers are same as the parents of Cl,ni

l
. The adjacency of all

these vacant codes is the same and it is sufficient to check
the status of one of these codes. The design checks only
left code from this group. For vacant code Cl,ni

l
whose left

hand code is busy/blocked or its left hand vacant code has
at least one same vacant parent as the parent of Cl,ni

l
, the

AVC scheme checks the parents of code Cl,ni
l

in layers

l + 1 to L till the blocked parent in layer l′ (where l′ > l

and l′ = min[l + 1,L]|C
l′,�ni

l /2l′−l � is blocked) appears. The

identifier �x� represents smallest integer less than or equal
to x. The adjacency of code Cl,ni

l
becomes 2l′−l−1 − 1. The

vacant codes Cl,ni
l

to Cl,ni
l+A

l,ni
l

need not to be checked as

all these have same value of adjacency. The values of Al,ni
l

for code Cl,ni
l

is equal to 2l′−l−1 − 1 although there may be

more than 2l′−l−1 − 1 consecutive vacant codes. The maxi-
mum possible value of Al,ni

l
depends upon layer number l.

Table 2 Relationship between adjacency of a vacant code in layer l

and its parents in layer l′, l′ > l

Layer number Vacant codes Adjacency

l Cl,ni
l

to Cl,ni
l +A

l,ni
l

Al,ni
l

l + 1 Cl+1,�ni
l /2� to �Al,ni

l
/2�

Cl+1,�ni
l /2�+�A

l,ni
l
/2�

. . . . . . . . .

l + log2[Al,ni
l
+ 1] Cl+m,�ni

l /2� to �Al,ni
l
/2m�

Cl+m,�ni
l /2m�+�A

l,ni
l
/2m�

where m = log2[Al,ni
l
+ 1]

The relationship between layer number l, vacant codes lo-
cation and maximum adjacency is given in Table 1. The
lesser is the value of adjacency Al,ni

l
for a code Cl,ni

l
, lesser

is the number of adjacent vacant codes for code Cl,ni
l
. For

a specified adjacency Al,ni
l

(say), the codes from layer l to
(l + log2[Al,ni

l
+1]) are vacant and can be used for new calls

as given in Table 2.
Hence, if a vacant code Cl,ni

l
has higher value of adja-

cency, the bigger code portion around Cl,ni
l

is free, which
leads to more higher rate parents free to handle new call(s).
The design selects the vacant code whose adjacency is least.
If tie occurs for two or more vacant codes for adjacency, the
optimum selection can be done using following two ways.

• Pick any code randomly.
• Use a second level criterion like elapsed time, crowded

first capacity, crowded first space, etc.

It assigns new call to most crowded portion of the tree.
One of the significant benefits of the AVC design is to reduce
the vacant code searches at the arrival of new call which
makes the code assignment faster than single code designs
like crowded first code and crowded first space schemes. Ad-
jacency leads to less code searches for a vacant code Cl,ni

l
in

two ways.
(a) Let adjacency is k for vacant code Cl,ni

l
, then for all

codes between Cl,ni
l

and Cl,ni
l+k has same adjacency k and

only one code need to be searched. Our next vacant code
search will start from Cl,ni

l+k+1.
(b) For finding the adjacency of a code Cl,ni

l
, we go to its

parent codes and check whether they are vacant or not. If we
go up l′′, 1 ≤ l′′ ≤ L − l steps above then number of code
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Table 3 Finding number of
code searches in Fig. 1 at the
arrival of 2R rate call

NA: Not applicable, Y: Yes,
N: No, the code search is
skipped as one of its adjacent
vacant codes is already
considered for status check

Code # in layer 2 Whether status checked? Number of skips Number of codes

searched

C2,1 Y 1 3

C2,2 N NA NA

C2,3 Y 0 1

C2,4 Y 0 1

C2,5 Y 3 4

C2,6 N NA NA

C2,7 N NA NA

C2,8 N NA NA

C2,9 Y 0 1

C2,10 Y 0 1

C2,11 Y 1 3

C2,12 N NA NA

C2,13 Y 3 4

C2,14 N NA NA

C2,15 N NA NA

C2,16 N NA NA

searches will be l′′ = L − l, (one for each layer) and adja-
cency or codes vacant preceding Cl,ni

l
checked is 2l′′ − 1.

Checking of a parent code leads to search of two children
status on code tree and while doing so, code searches will
increase linearly (instead of exponentially). For a new 2R

call arrival, the number of code searched in the AVC scheme
is illustrated in Table 3 (corresponding to Fig. 1). As dis-
cussed earlier, all the vacant codes need not to be checked.
For example, the 1st code C2,1 is vacant and status of its
parents are checked till the 1st blocked parent appears. The
1st blocked parent is C4,1. The parent checking procedure
stops and the adjacency of C2,1 come out to be 1. Due to
the adjacency value 1, code C2,2 is not the candidate for
status check as it is already considered in parent check pro-
cedure of C2,1. The next vacant code whose parent should
be checked is C2,5. The procedure is repeated for the com-
plete tree as given in Table 3. In Table 3, column 2 represents
whether status of code in layer 2 is checked or not, column 3
represents number of skips before next vacant code to be
searched and column 4 represents number of codes searched
for finding adjacency. The flow chart of algorithm is given
in Fig. 2. The general outline of the algorithm is given as
follows.

1. Input parameters like arrival rate, call duration, code tree
size (L) and number of user classes (say L′) are entered.

2. Generate new call with rate 2l−1R.
3. For every new call capacity check is performed. If capac-

ity is available go to step 4 otherwise the call is rejected.

4. (a) If at least one vacant code is available, list all the
vacant codes (say Nl) and the subset z of these Nl

vacant codes whose parent(s) status must be checked.
(b) Go to the first vacant code from the left.
(c) Find the adjacency and skip the number of vacant

codes equal to adjacency.
(d) If all z vacant codes (and their parents) are checked,

find the code with the least value of adjacency and
assign call to this optimum code. Otherwise go to the
next vacant code and return to step 4(c).

(e) Go to step 2.

Assuming layer l has Nl , Nl ≤ 2L−l vacant codes and
each vacant code in layer l can be denoted by Cl,ni

l
, 1 ≤

ni
l ≤ 2L−l and 1 ≤ i ≤ Nl , the number of code searched in

the AVC scheme can be compared with the codes searched
in CFA scheme.

2.1 Code searches for AVC scheme

For a new call arrival with rate 2l−1R, let Cl,n1
l

is the first
vacant code. The next vacant code whose status need to be
checked is at the location n1

l + 2l1−1(l1 is the steps/layers
above l where first blocked parent code is found for a va-
cant code Cl,n1

l
). Let kth vacant code whose status has to be

checked (which may be different from Cl,nk
l
) is denoted by

C
l,n

xk
l

, xk ∈ [1,Nl], xk ≥ k. Consider n1
l and l1 is n

x1
l and

lx1 respectively. If tx1 denotes number of busy or blocked
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Fig. 2 Flowchart of proposed
AVC scheme

codes checked, next vacant code C
l,n

x2
l

searched will be at

location n
x1
l + 2lx1−1 + tx1 . This result can be generalized

to find location of kth vacant code C
l,n

xk
l

and is given by

n
xk−1
l + 2lxk−1−1 + txk−1 . The procedure is repeated z times,

where z denotes subset of Nl vacant codes which need to be

checked for adjacency and the last vacant code checked is

Cl,n
xz
l

as given in Table 4.
For the first code Cl,n1

l
or C

l,n
x1
l

number of code searches

is lx1 + 1. For kth vacant code C
l,n

xk
l

, number of code

searches is lxk
+ 1 + txk−1 . The procedure is repeated till

the last code Cl,n
xz
l

. Number of code searched for a vacant

code and total number of code searched till that vacant code
is also shown in Table 4.

Total number of code searched in AVC design is given
below:

NAV C = n
x1
l − 1 + lx1 + 1 + lx2 + 1 + tx1 + lx3 + 1 + tx2

+ · · · + lxz + 1 + txz−1 + txz (1)

= n
x1
l − 1 +

z∑

i=1

(lxi
+ 1 + txi

) (2)

= n
x1
l − 1 + z +

z∑

i=1

(lxi
+ txi

) (3)
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Table 4 Total number of codes searched in layer ‘l’ at the arrival of 2l−1R call

Vacant code Adjacency Number Next location Number of code Total number of code searched

(Al,nk
l
) of skips to be searched searched for C

l,n
xk
l

(say NA
l,n

x
k

l

)

Cl,n1
l

or C
l,n

x1
l

2lx1
−1 − 1 2lx1

−1 − 1 n
x1
l + 2lx1

−1 + tx1 lx1 + 1 NA
l,n

x1
l

= n
x1
l − 1 + lx1 + 1 = n

x1
l + lx1

C
l,n

x2
l

2lx2
−1 − 1 2lx2

−1 − 1 n
x2
l + 2lx2

−1 + tx2 lx2 + 1 + tx1 NA
l,n

x2
l

= NA
l,n

x1
l

+ lx2 + 1 + tx1

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

C
l,n

x
k

l

2lx
k
−1 − 1 2lx

k
−1 − 1 n

x1
l + 2lx

k
−1 + txk

lxk
+ 1 + txk−1 NA

l,n
x
k

l

= NA
l,n

x
k−1

l

+ lxk
+ 1 + txk−1

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Cl,n
xz
l

2lxz −1 − 1 2lxz −1 − 1 n
xz

l + 2lxz −1 lxz + 1 + txz NAl,n
xz
l

= NA
l,n

xz−1
l

+ lxz + 1 + txz−1

Fig. 3 Illustration of code searches in AVC and CFA schemes

2.2 Code searches for CFA scheme

Considering the definition of C
l,n

x1
l

, the number of codes

searched for C
l,n

x1
l

using CFA [3] scheme is NC
l,n

x1
l

=
lx1 + 2l+lx1−1 − 1. For i th vacant code, code searched can be
written as NC

l,n
xi
l

= lxi
+2l+lxi

−1 −1. For all Nl,Nl ≤ 2L−l

vacant codes, the total number of codes searched becomes

NCFA = 2L−l + lx1 + (2l+lx1 −1 − 1) + lx2 + (2l+lx2−1 − 1)

+ · · · + lxNl
+ (2

l+lx
Nl

−1 − 1) (4)

= 2L−l +
Nl∑

i=1

(lxi
+ 2l+lxi

−1 − 1) (5)

= 2L−l − Nl +
Nl∑

i=1

(lxi
+ 2l+lxi

−1) (6)

Our proposed scheme always needs less number of code
searches as compare to CFA [3], which is given in the
Appendix.

In comparison to CFA, where code search is increas-
ing exponentially with every parent search, the AVC design
leads to a linear code searches which decreases the number
of code searched as we go in upper layers from l to L− l. For
illustration, consider example in Fig. 3. Consider a new call
arrival with rate 2R. CFA scheme search most crowded por-
tion of the tree. For that it searches the parent codes and their
children. It selects a vacant code whose parent/parents have

maximum number of busy codes. The comparison of CFA
and AVC scheme is illustrated in Table 5 in context with
Fig. 3. The adjacencies of all the vacant codes in layer 2 (cor-
responding to 2R arrival) is listed in column 4. The higher
value of adjacency (number of skips) corresponds to large
free area. The code with the minimum adjacency is the op-
timum code and hence one of the codes with adjacency 0 is
used for 2R call.

Periodic code searches can be avoided to a great extent if
the current code status remains valid for next k calls. Adja-
cencies of codes of layer l provide information of adjacency
of children codes (layers below l) and parent codes (layers
above l). Let the vacant code Cl,ni

l
has adjacency Pi . Its chil-

dren codes have adjacency given by
Layer l − 1, codes Cl−1,2ni

l
to Cl−1,2ni

l+1 has adjacency

A1 = 2Pi + 1 (7)

Layer l − 2, codes Cl−2,4ni
l

to Cl−2,4ni
l+22−1 has adjacency

A2 = 2A1 + 1. Similarly, for vacant codes in l1 steps below
layer l i.e. layer l − l1 codes Cl−l1,2l1 ni

l
to Cl−l1,2l1 ni

l+2l1 −1
has adjacency

Al1 = 2Al1−1 + 1 (8)

For vacant code Cl,ni
l
, parent codes have adjacency

given by
Layer l + 1, code Cl+1,�ni

l /2� has adjacency

P1 = �Pi/2� (9)
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Table 5 Comparison of number
of code searches in AVC and
CFA scheme for tree in Fig. 2

Status with Codes # Code searches Number of Code search

Adjacency in AVC scheme skips in AVC in CFA scheme

AVC scheme

Busy/Blocked
Adjacency:0

C2,1, C2,5, C2,7, C2,9, C2,11,
C2,13, C2,14, C2,23, C2,24,
C2,27,C2,28, C2,31 to C2,36,
C2,45 to C2,48,C2,53 to C2,64

1 for each code = 31 0 1each = 31

Vacant
Adjacency:0

C2,2, C2,6, C2,8, C2,10, C2,12 2 each = 10 0 5each = 5 × 5 = 25

Vacant C2,3, C2,4, 3 (for C2,3 only) 1 10each = 20

Adjacency:1 C2,15, C2,16 3 (for C2,15 only) 1 10each = 20

C2,21, C2,22 3 (for C2,21 only) 1 10each = 20

C2,25, C2,26 3 (for C2,25 only) 1 10each = 20

C2,29, C2,30 3 (for C2,29 only) 1 10each = 20

Vacant C2,17 to C2,20 4 (for C2,17 only) 3 19each = 76

Adjacency:3 C2,37 to C2,40 4 (for C2,37 only) 3 19each = 76

C2,41 to C2,44 4 (for C2,41 only) 3 19each = 76

C2,49 ,C2,52 4 (for C2,49 only) 3 19each = 76

Total number of searches 72 460

Fig. 4 Illustration of parent and children code adjacency

Layer l + 2, code Cl+1,�ni
l /22� has adjacency P2 = �Pi/22�.

In a similar way, for a vacant code in l2 steps above layer l

i.e. layer l + l2 code has adjacency

Pl2 = �Pi/2l2� (10)

For Lth layer adjacency will bePL = �Pi/2L−l�.
For illustration consider the Fig. 4. For a call of rate 4R,

vacant codes are C3,1 to C3,7. Adjacency for these codes is
3 from C3,1 to C3,4, 1 for C3,5, C3,6 and 0 for C3,7 respec-
tively. The new call will be assigned to C3,7 as adjacency
is minimum for C3,7. As we know the adjacency of code in
layer 3, apparently we know adjacency of their parent and
children codes also. From Fig. 4, it is clear that adjacency
of C2,1 to C2,8 has adjacency 7 i.e. (2×3 + 1). C2,9 to C2,12

has adjacency 3 i.e. (2×1 + 1). In a similar way, we can find
adjacency of parent codes of a vacant code for e.g. C2,1 has
adjacency 7, its parent code C3,1 has adjacency �7/2� = 3.

3 Simulation results

3.1 Simulation parameters

• Arrival rate ‘λ’ is Poisson distributed with mean value
0–4 calls/min.

• Call duration ‘1/μ’ (μ is the service rate) is exponentially
distributed with mean value of 3 minutes.

• The maximum capacity of the code tree is 128R (R is
7.5 kbps).

• There are 5 classes of users with rates R, 2R, 4R, 8R,
16R.

• Simulation is done for 5000 users and result is average of
10 simulations.

3.2 Results

We considered event driven simulation where each code in
a layer is a server. The number of servers available for layer
l is 2L−l which is equal to number of codes in layer l. Let
λi, i ∈ [1,5] is the arrival rate and μi, i ∈ [1,5] is service
rate for i th class users. Define ρi = λi/μi

as traffic load of
the i th class users. Also, for 5 class system the average ar-
rival rate and average traffic load is λ = ∑5

i=1 λi and ρ =∑5
i=1(λi/μi) respectively. In our simulation we consider

call duration of all the calls equal i.e. 1/μ = 1/μi . There-
fore the average traffic load is ρ = (1/μ)×∑5

i=1 λi = λ/μ.
If we define [P1,P2,P3,P4,P5] as probability distribution
matrix, where Pi, i ∈ [1,5] is the capacity portion used by
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Fig. 5 Comparison of number code searches for distribution (a) [10,15,25,25,25], (b) [20,20,20,20,20], (c) [25,25,25,15,10],
(d) [35,30,15,10,10]

the i th class users, four traffic distributions are used for per-
formance results given by

• [10,15,25,25,25], high rates dominating scenario.
• [20,20,20,20,20], uniform distribution scenario.
• [25,25,25,15,10], low rates dominating scenario I.
• [35,30,15,10,10], low rates dominating scenario II.

Two performance metrics namely number of code
searches and blocking probability of the proposed AVC
design is compared with fixed set partitioning (FSP) [4],
crowded first assignment (CFA) [3], left code assignment
(LCA) [3], recursive fewer code blocking (RFCB) [5], adap-
tive code assignment [6], next code precedence high [7] and
dynamic code algorithm (DCA) [8] schemes discussed ear-
lier.

3.3 Code searches

The comparison of the code searches is shown in Fig. 5 for
four arrival rate distributions. If Ni denotes the number of

codes searches required for i th class, the total number of
codes searched is given by

N =
5∑

i=1

Ni (11)

where Ni is the total number of codes searched for i th

class of user. Results shows that AVC design leads to
less number of code searches compared to CFA, RFCB,
ADA, NCPH and DCA schemes. Although, CFA and DCA
are two most used single code assignment designs, the AVC
design requires less code searches compared to both of
them which can be very beneficial especially for real time
calls. On the other hand, the number of code searches re-
quired by AVC design are comparable to LCA and more
than FSP schemes but the large code blocking probability
in LCA and FSP schemes (as discussed in the next sub-
section) make these schemes less attractive. The reduction
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Fig. 6 Comparison of code blocking probability for distribution (a) [10,15,25,25,25], (b) [20,20,20,20,20], (c) [25,25,25,15,10],
(d) [35,30,15,10,10]

in code searches in the AVC design is further reduced for
distributions favoring higher rates as depicted in Figs. 5(c)
and 5(d).

3.4 Code blocking

As mentioned earlier, the code blocking is the major limiting
factor in OVSF based networks. The average code blocking
for a 5 class system is defined as

PB =
5∑

i=1

(λiPBi
/λ) (12)

where PBi
is the code blocking of i th class and is given by

PBi
= ρ

Gi

i /Gi !
∑Gi

n=1 ρn
i /n! (13)

where ρi = λi/μi is the traffic load for i th class.

The code blocking comparison is given in Fig. 6 for all
4 distributions. The results show that code blocking per-
formance in the proposed AVC design is comparable to
CFA, RFCB and is superior to FSP, LCA, ADA and NCPH
schemes. The DCA scheme gives almost zero code blocking
(hence not plotted) at the expense of higher reassignments
which lead to increased complexity. Though the blocking
probability is comparable to CFA and RFCB but reduc-
tion in code searches (as discussed in the previous subsec-
tion) makes the proposed design faster, less complex and
cheaper.

From above results it is clear that the AVC design gives
better aggregate results in terms of number of code searches
and blocking probability compared to other novel designs.
As mentioned earlier, the number of code searches is less
due to linear increase in code checking with respect to layer
number. In all other designs, this increase is exponential.
Therefore, the AVC design can be useful especially for real
time calls.
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4 Conclusion

3G and beyond wireless networks are designed to handle
multimedia rates better. Call processing delay and jitter are
the significant QoS parameters for most of the real time
calls. The paper proposed a fast, simple code assignment de-
sign. The design can be even better when the system favors
real time calls. The number of codes searched in the pro-
posed design is significantly lesser than popular crowded
first scheme. The online calculation of codes searched re-
duces the cost, complexity and buffer size at the transmitter.
The code blocking is also comparable or superior to exist-
ing single code designs. Work can be done to extend the sin-
gle code description towards multi code assignment design.
Also, the proposed design can be combined with existing
FSP to increase speed further.

Appendix

The proposed scheme is better if
Number of code searches for AVC ≤ Number of code

searches for CFA, i.e.

z +
z∑

i=1

lxi
+

z+1∑

i=1

txi
− 1 ≤ 2L−l− Nl +

Nl∑

i=1

(lxi
+ 2l+lxi

−1)

(A.1)

z +
z∑

i=1

lxi
+

z+1∑

i=1

txi
− 1 ≤ 2L−l− Nl +

Nl∑

i=1

lxi
+

Nl∑

i=1

2l+lxi
−1

(A.2)

We can represent
∑Nl

i=1 lxi
as

Nl∑

i=1

lxi
=

z∑

i=1

lxi
+

Nl∑

i=z+1

lxi
(A.3)

using (A.3) in (A.2)

z +
z∑

i=1

lxi
+

z+1∑

i=1

txi
− 1

≤ 2L−l − Nl +
z∑

i=1

lxi
+

Nl∑

i=z+1

lxi
+

Nl∑

i=1

2l+lxi
−1 (A.4)

z +
z+1∑

i=1

txi
− 1 ≤ 2L−l − Nl +

Nl∑

i=z+1

lxi
+

Nl∑

i=1

2l+lxi
−1 (A.5)

z +
z+1∑

i=1

txi
+ Nl − 1 ≤ 2L−l +

Nl∑

i=z+1

lxi
+

Nl∑

i=1

2l+lxi
−1

(A.6)

It can be easily found out that

z ≤
Nl∑

i=1

2l+lxi
−1 (A.7)

where z is number of vacant code searched for adjacency
and Nl is total number of vacant codes.

Using (A.7) in (A.6), we get

z+1∑

i=1

txi
+ Nl − 1 ≤ 2L−l +

Nl∑

i=z+1

lxi
(A.8)

Also,

z+1∑

i=1

txi
+ Nl − 1 ≤ 2L−l (A.9)

As 2L−l is total number of codes in layer l, we can write

0 ≤
Nl∑

i=z+1

lxi
(A.10)

which is always true.
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